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Future = Layered Sensor Web Architecture
Vision:
Intelligent, Affordable
Earth Observation System
Our focus is on lines of connectivityOur focus is on lines of connectivity
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Core Ideas
Our “business” is sensor web R&D
• Emerging technology experiments
• Rapid prototyping/Spiral development
• Includes design/build/fly airborne Linux computers
• Includes network-computing capabilities
• Not mission essential infrastructure
Both airborne asset and terrestrial user are remote from DFRC
Three “zones”
• The Linux gateway (embedded computer) on the aircraft
• A core network to manage communication w/ aircraft & lab
• An extranet DMZ to isolate services routinely accessed by
remote project participants
Global Test Range is a lab developing trustworthy services for
airborne instruments - a specialized Internet Service Provider
We “operate” prototype capabilities, but still years from “operational”
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Focus: Network Test/Measurement (2000-2003)
• Need tool for sensor webs, onboard computing,
network data mgmt
Focus: Suborbital Science Needs (2004-present)
• The future demands better capabilities; greater
capacity to do useful work on UAVs
• Network-centric approaches to payload integration,
monitoring, CONOPS, etc. must emerge
• Squeeze more value out of every flight hour
REVEAL Solution Approach
• Vehicle-independent interface for science instruments
lowers costs and reduces risks
• Software is important: Build on open standards;
dynamically reconfigurable; design for broad class of
sensor web and airborne instrument communication
R&D applications.
• A vehicle-independent network-savvy instrumentation
& processing system
• Deliver traditional airborne laboratory support items in
a small package (~10 lbs)
• Add affordable satcom for global-reach near realtime
situational awareness
• Add affordable terrestrial infrastructure for web access
and distributed computing (not just the airborne stuff)
REVEAL: Brief History
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REVEAL Evolution
2003 Prototype 2006
Perlan-Class
(Academia)
2007
NextGen NavRecorder
2005
Altair-Class
LN-100G Notional Pkg
REVEAL: Research Environment for Vehicle-Embedded Analysis on Linux
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ScMD/SSP New Technology Investment Portfolio
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Suborbital Telepresence
Recent Accomplishments
IT Security Authorization to Operate
NovFeb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Jan
20082007
Field-Deployable Ground Station Construct; initial test
DC-8 Infrastructure Upgrade
Inaugural flight of REVEAL (WB-57)
Inaugural flight of Linux Multi-Link
Installation of P-3 antennas, REVEAL and servers
Inaugural satcom data flow from P-3
DataTurbine Software Debuts Open Source
ER-2: LAC
ER-2: CLASIC
WB-57/DC-8/ER-2: TC-4 ER-2: CHLOE P-3: CARS
NexGenNavRecorder Technical Interchanges
Dec
ScMD/SSP New Technology Investment Portfolio
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Suborbital Telepresence Tools & Techniques
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NAMMA: Real Time Mission Monitor
Aug/Sep 2006
• Significant increase in number
of integrated elements, + chat
• “Major step forward in our
capabilities for doing real-time
monitoring and direction of
missions” – Dr. Ed Zipser
• Tropical meteorology students
participated from Utah (8 Sep 06)
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Fire Mission October 2006
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Fire Mission: October 2007
•UAV flying in national airspace
•Repaired in situ instrument in flight
•Data Viewed Live at 34th Advanced Global
Atmospheric Gases Experiment Meeting
ScMD/SSP New Technology Investment Portfolio
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RTMM server
ARCTAS Notional Implementation
B200
LaRC Ground Station.
Suborbital Telepresence Lab, DFRC
Field-Deployable System, Fairbanks AK
Multiple Web
sources.
AK Deployment Team
Non-Deployment Teams
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